
 

        The Mutant Strain Breached the Vaccination (Breakthrough) 

                                  Alpha-Delta-Delta Plus-???. 

                                                                                                                          McKana, July 29, 2021. 

Luke 13:3 (KJV) 

I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish. 

The Lord says spacially to the jabbed “Until they do, they repent not, they will all perish” 

 

The world is moving fast, lots of changes in a short period of times. 

In the last message from this writer, we find, “Mutations are occurring fast, also includes the mutation 

of the mutant strains. If the Delta variant overtakes the other wild type and the other variants, it can 

mutate further and cause more problem for the vaccines including the vaccinated.(this doesn't imply the 

vax protects). If one vaccinated person gets infected with one of the Delta variant, the breach can cause 

more bigger unexpected surges.”(Corona, The Mutations. JULY 8, 2021 2:12 PM, MCKANA) 

https://444prophecynews.com/corona-the-mutations-mckana/) 

    In three weeks since this message is written this is what happened. “As of July 20, the Delta variant 

made up 83% of sequenced coronavirus samples in the US.” 

Further more, “As of July 12, there have been 5,492 patients with Covid-19 vaccine breakthrough 

infections who have been hospitalized or died” This is very small number compared to the reality on 

the ground. 

As expected, before we precede further, the Delta mutant has already mutated to Delta Plus variant, 

mutation of the mutant. Original(wild type) mutated to Delta varieant and further to Delta Plus 

variant. 

  More in the news.  This is not for us to believe whatever they say but to know what is out there in the 

public media (see the details at the end) 

-The Delta variant is more contagious than both the original strain of novel coronavirus and the Alpha 

(B.1.1.7) strain, the surgeon general said. 

-As of July 20, the Delta variant made up 83% of sequenced coronavirus samples in the US. 

More Controversial data:- 

-Israel data shows the vax provides 64% protection(how long?) 

-US data shows the vax provides 88% protection.(The truth?) 

In both case there is a breach/a breakthrough of the vaxed. 

-The Delta Plus variant (B.1.617.2.1) is a new and slightly changed offshoot of the highly contagious 

Delta variant (B.1.617.2). 

-All variants carry clusters of mutations. Delta Plus is different from Delta because it has an extra 

mutation called K417N. That mutation affects the spike protein – the part of the virus that attaches to 

human cells it infects. 

“Research is still evolving, but a recent study examining antibodies suggests you could be immune for 

months after infection.(how true?, how long?) 

         The question is, if a person who is infected with the whole virus doesn't have long lasting 

immunity, how cane one expect protection to be provided by the spike protein, the vaccine? 

         Eg. Old vaccines last over 50 years.(personal example) 

-And the risk of death from coronavirus-related heart damage seems to be far greater than previously 

thought, the American Heart Association said. 

-Inflammation of the vascular system and injury to the heart occur in 20% to 30% of hospitalized 

Covid-19 patients and contribute to 40% of deaths, the AHA said. AHA . -----Cardiac complications of 

Covid-19 could linger after recovering from coronavirus. 

-And the risk of death from coronavirus-related heart damage seems to be far greater than previously 
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thought, the American Heart Association said. 
                                                    ------//////------- 
At this time, what is unique and what is different, short note:- 

1. There has never been a pandemic like this, the speed and the spread, the global scope of 

the pandemic, the number of cases and deaths and socioeconomic impacts. 

2. There has never been any mRNA based vaccine, knowing how very unstable RNAs are. 

3. A vaccine with out a proper clinical trail where safety and efficacy issues are not 

resolved 

4. Breakthrough, breach after double inoculations in a short period of time and unheard of 

3rd       

    very atractive jab. 

5.  Big public concerns about the sefty and the time we are in-End of Times. 

6. The man made nature of the pandemic(still questioning and arguing about the origin) 

7.  Leading to the evil agenda, deception, towards the “Mark” 

8. Further mutations leading to further push and impose the jab. 

The concern about this breach is, the vaccinated are confident they are “protected,” care less about  

PPE, basic hygiene. When they get infected with the variant, Delta in this case, before they know they 

are infected, can infect many, the vaccinated as well as the unvaccinated complicating the already 

complex situation. 

More importantly, the vaccinated can pause more danger to the society than the normal member of 

society. Since they are carrying the deadly variant, they can transmit the infection in greater number 

than the unvaccinated. 

Hard to swallow fact, believe it or not, Who is contagious/infectious? 

     A person who caries the infection, a person who doesn't know he/she caries the infection, a person 

who thinks he/she is protected, a person believing he/she is protected and goes without the basic PPE 

and without basic hygiene and goes around and infect others who are vaxed/unvaxed above all children 

in the family and in all social gatherings. Who are these people? THE VAXED. Whether this is a 

strong statement or not, time will prove it is truth. There is nothing like God given immunity! 

     After the “Delta variant takes over”, which it did, before another deadly pandemic comes. It will 

mutate further and more variants of the Delta will surface. The Delta mutant has already mutated to 

Delta Plus mutant, mutation of the mutant. Original(wild type) to Delta variant and further to Delta 

Plus variant and what is next??? 

     It is worth mentioning that what we know is limited. Availability of resource, limited manpower, 

accessibility of subjects for analysis, lack of sufficient data and the wide global scope of the pandemic 

had made it hard to even speculate what the next few weeks/months will bring. 

      Here is the alarm, the number of the breach, the breakthrough is a great concern. The rate of the 

breach compared to the total number of the vaccinated is irrelevant. If one is many, thousands 

discovered and undiscovered can be millions in a short period of times. The known figure of 5,492 

patients with Covid-19 vaccine breakthrough might not be a significant number compared to the total 

number of fully vaccinated but is it an alarming number considering how fast it has already spread. 

      It looks, society is back where it began for another more daunting spikes and surges. 

Before I fish writing, this is what the fast moving eventful days brought:- 

“A breakthrough infection by definition! 

Someone with a breakthrough infection has tested positive for the coronavirus that causes Covid-19 at 

least 14 days after they have been fully vaccinated according to the US Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention. 

For the Pfizer and Moderna vaccine full vaccination is after two doses. For the Johnson & Johnson 

vaccine it's a single dose. 

Breakthrough infections can cause disease with symptoms, and some people can have no symptoms at 

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/health-departments/breakthrough-cases.html
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all. Research has shown that if people become infected after vaccination, typically they get a milder 

case. 

As of July 12, there have been 5,492 patients with Covid-19 vaccine breakthrough infections who have 

been hospitalized or died, according to the CDC. This is a small number among the more than159 

million people that have been fully vaccinated against Covid-19. 

It's hard to draw any specific conclusions about the rate of infection from these numbers, but they are 

likely an undercount, according to the CDC. Surveillance data relies on voluntary reporting, and not all 

reporting is complete or even representative of total infections.” 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/19/health/covid-19-breakthrough-infections-who-gets-and-how-to-stop-them/index.html 
 

“Highly contagious Delta variant now makes up 83% of US coronavirus cases, CDC says 

The Delta variant of Covid-19 now makes up more than 80% of sequenced samples in the United 

States, US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky said Tuesday. 

"CDC has released estimates of variants across the country and predicted the Delta variant now 

represents 83% of sequenced cases," she said in a Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and 

Pensions hearing. "This is a dramatic increase, up from 50% for the week of July 3." 

https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/20/health/us-coronavirus-tuesday/index.html 
 

The news is getting strange and stranger. We said they are going for the third booster jab. Here it is:- 

(CNN)A third dose of the Pfizer/BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine can "strongly" boost protection against 

the Delta variant -- beyond the protection afforded by the standard two doses, suggests new data 

released by Pfizer on Wednesday. 

https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/28/health/pfizer-third-dose-data-bn/index.html 
 

Random data of the Month of July, 2021(compiled from 

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/) 

 

     No one has the perfect data, when poletics is involved, honesty goes out of the window. 

Month of July Total cases  Cases/day Total Death  Death/Day 

07/05/20021 34,598,355 +4,399 621,335 +23 

07/10/21 34,726,077 +14,501 622,820 +117 

07/12/21 34,762,784 +12,551 623,012 +121 

07/13/21 34,804,381 +25,784 623,396 +280 

07/16/21 34,926,165 +37,554 624,601 +287 

07/20/21 35,078,345 +41,768 625,258 +223 

07/22/21 35,204,646 +54,608 626,157 +350 

07/23/21 35,280,127 +64,455 626,627 +411 

07/28/21 35,487,142 +84,186 628,098 +483 

 

In July 28, 2021, the cases of the day is +84,186. a jump from +4, 399 in July 5, 2021 is alarming. 

We are back in the early days of 2020. 

Where will it be in four weeks? 

     China got everything under control in 70-75 days. We are here counting years. What has gone 

wrong? Where there is no accountability, concern and common sense, the danger is what we see. Most 

of us know that what we see today is what came from the hands of the enemy, allowed by the Lord, is a 

judgement. The Nation, all Nations have difficulty accepting this. It is wise to be patient and see what 
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the other, next deadly pandemic will looks like. 

 

 

 

 

 


